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The observed extra-tropical motions are dominantly quasi-balanced
because:
1. The principal atmospheric forcing is large scale and long period.
2. The quasi-balanced motion must be relatively stable with respect
to gravity-wave perturbations. (by inference; also see Errico 1981)
3. Dissipation must be sufficient to remove what energy is otherwise 
leaked into gravity waves.  (added by R. Errico)
Why is the extra-tropical atmosphere quasi-balanced?
Lorenz 1980 JAS Atmospheric dynamics lies on a slow-manifold.
NNMI
(1) The nonlinear balance equation relating mass and vorticity fields, 
with some additional small terms;
(2) The QG-omega equation defining the wind divergence, 
with some additional small terms;
(3) Solved with the constraint that a form of linearized potential vorticity
is specified; 
(4) And applied only to large vertical but small horizontal scales for 
which the resonant frequency is large.
QG Theory and NNMI
In the extra-tropics, the NNMI balance condition dg/dt =0 is equivalent to
The choice of constraint and scale selectivity matter!!
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Why does balance matter in data assimilation?
1. Unrealistic initial imbalances will create unrealistic forecasts
2. Unrealistic imbalances can be accentuated through moist diabatic processes. 
3.  Large initial imbalances will tend to create less accurate backgrounds
4.  Balance can be exploited to relate u, v, T, ps (esp. in extra-tropics)
5.  Errors in balanced initial conditions will tend to create balanced background
errors, so the error statistics should reflect that; i.e., background errors of 
u, v, T, ps tend to be correlated, esp. in extra-tropics. 
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Lessons Learned
1. There are many ways to balance models, each with varying degrees 
of success.
2.  Most balance schemes have some undesirable consequences.
3. Balance should not be applied everywhere, at all scale, in the same 
way, to the same degree.
4. Balance should be considered when performing an analysis.
5. Details matter.
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